We describe a simple gedanken experiment which illustrates the physical effects of the QED theta angle, a fundamental parameter of Nature that has yet to be measured. The effects are manifest in quantum phases analogous to those in the Aharonov-Bohm effect, although they are not intrinsically topological. We also derive the quantum phases using a functional Schrodinger approach, and generalize the results to non-Abelian gauge theories.
The gauge symmetry of quantum electrodynamics (QED) allows the introduction in the Lagrangian of a (parity and CP odd) theta term
Because this term can be written as a total divergence, it does not alter the classical equations of motion for electromagnetism. Further, it has no influence on amplitudes obtained via perturbation theory -i.e., ordinary Feynman diagrams. This suggests that the effects of the theta term are non-perturbative and exponentially small -perhaps of order exp(−1/α), where α is the fine structure constant.
FIG. 1:
Two identical wave packets of light are sent along upper and lower paths of the same length. The upper packet is exposed to a background electromagnetic field depicted by the shaded circle. This background field is chosen so that E·B is non-zero in the interaction region. Interference between the recombined packets depends on the parameter θ. * Electronic address: hsu@uoregon.edu
However, we shall argue below that the theta term can have significant effects in the presence of strong electromagnetic fields. Consider the gedanken experiment in Figure 1 . Two identical wave packets of light are sent along different paths of equal length. (This could be accomplished using a beam splitter and two mirrors or two slits.) The upper packet is exposed to a background electromagnetic field depicted by the shaded circle. This background field is chosen so that E · B is non-zero in the shaded region. E and B represent the combined fields of the background and wave packet; as a specific example we can take the packet to be polarized with B field perpendicular to the plane of the diagram, and the background field to be an E field along the same direction. The theta term then leads to a relative phase shift between the packets given by
where the spacetime integral is taken over the region where the packet and background field overlap. Because physical photons have transverse polarization, the theta term is zero everywhere except in the interaction region. The interference pattern obtained when the two packets are recombined depends on θ, which can be measured by varying Φ. The particular arrangement described above is chosen for conceptual simplicity -it is not meant to be realistic. Indeed it may not be possible to have E · B exactly zero for one path and non-zero for the other. To obtain interference all that matters is that Φ is not the same for the two different paths [2] . We calculate the phase shift below by computing the quantum amplitude for each wave packet, using the path integral. The combined amplitude is given by
We assume that the packets are described by photon states which are identical except for their directions of propagation, which are related via reflection through the axis of symmetry in Figure 1 . We neglect virtual effects from charged particles such as electrons.
Each amplitude can be written (we suppress the index of the vector potential A µ )
Here i, f denote initial and final times and the wavefunction factors Ψ are the overlap between eigenstates of the field operatorÂ µ (x) and the state describing the packet:
it is shown that if this amplitude is evaluated in the stationary phase (i.e., semi-classical) approximation, the Ψ factors determine the appropriate boundary conditions on the classical solutionĀ that extremizes the action. The form of Ψ and associated boundary conditions for specific cases like plane waves or coherent states are also derived. The overlap factors are assumed to be identical for both packets, up to reflection through the axis of symmetry in the diagram. Assuming the photon occupation numbers of the packets and the background field in the interaction region are large, the path integrals can be evaluated in the semiclassical approximation:
whereĀ(x) is the classical field and δA is a fluctuation.
In the amplitude A lower we expand around the solution describing the packet on the lower path, which does not intersect the interaction region, and for which E · B is always zero. In the amplitude A upper we expand about the solutionĀ(x) describing a packet which propagates through the background field region. There the theta term produces an additional phase factor (2):
where Φ is understood to be evaluated on the classical fieldĀ, which includes both the wave packet solution and the background field. Because the theta term is a total divergence the boundary conditions A(t i , x) and A(t f , x) for configurations contributing to A upper (with non-zero spacetime integral over E · B) are different from the boundary conditions for those contributing to A lower (with zero integral over E · B). However, in terms of gauge invariant E and B fields both configurations at t f describe a packet of light incident on the interference point. We stress that physical states are identified by gauge invariant properties; the same physical state has many redundant descriptions due to gauge symmetry. Hence interference of the two amplitudes is still possible [3] .
The integral over fluctuations can be performed exactly because the action remains quadratic even after inclusion of the theta term. Indeed the semi-classical approximation is not necessary, as we now discuss. Since F µν F ρσ µνρσ can be written as a total divergence, its contribution to the action can be written as a surface integral over the boundary at, e.g., infinity. The change in the theta term part of the action with respect to local variations of the vector field δA is therefore zero as long as the variations do not alter the field values on the boundary. From this it is clear that the equations of motion (deduced from δS[A]/δA = 0) and the second order kernel for fluctuations δ 2 S[A]/δA 2 are both independent of θ. We can expand the action S[A] in the path integral about the classical solutionĀ (we suppress spacetime integrals):
The second term on the right vanishes when evaluated on A (the classical solution), and the expansion terminates because there are no nonlinear terms. We have noted thatĀ and the first and second variations of S[A] are independent of θ. Thus, only the leading term S[Ā] depends on θ, and the dependence has the form given in (2). If we now perform the path integrals exactly for the upper and lower path (including the external field), we will find that even the determinants arising from the integral over fluctuations are equal (they are independent of the theta term), so that the relation
holds exactly. If the extent of the wave packets is ∼ L, the size of Φ can be of order L 4 E · B. (Because the sign of the E and B components of individual electromagnetic waves oscillates, it is difficult to accumulate phase by increasing the size of the interaction region.) In principle, a sufficiently large background field E could produce a large phase shift for an ordinary laser or microwave pulse with B field aligned along the background field.
We can also deduce our effect using the functional Schrodinger equation for gauge fields, in analogy with the Aharonov-Bohm effect. In the presence of a vector potential the momentum operator for a charged particle becomes −i∂ i + A i . This leads to the wavefunction phase factor
where t is an affine parameter, such as the time coordinate. A similar result holds in gauge field theory in the presence of the theta term. Recall L = −F 2 /4 = 1/2 E 2 − B 2 . In A 0 = 0 gauge E = −Ȧ, so the conjugate momentum ∂L/∂Ȧ =Ȧ = −E. With no theta term the functional Schrodinger equation is
The theta term −θ E ·B = θȦB shifts the conjugate momentum by θB(x). Therefore, the momentum operator −iδ/δA(x) in the Schrodinger equation becomes
This causes the wave functional Ψ[A] to acquire a phase (analogous to the Aharonov-Bohm phase) associated with motion in the configuration space:
The integral is over the timelike component of the current K µ = 1/4 µαβγ F αβ A γ , which satisfies ∂ µ K µ = 1/4 FF = −E · B. One can verify that the functional derivative δ/δA(x) of the integral in (12) yields −θB(x), which cancels the shift in (11). Thus, for Ψ[A] a solution of the Schrodinger equation in the absence of a theta term, Ψ θ [A] is the corresponding solution when the theta term is added to the Lagrangian. We can define the phase relative to that of a reference configuration A * (x):
where appropriate boundary conditions are imposed on the spacetime integral (see below). Once A * is fixed the phase factor is determined for all configurations A and for all times. Motion in configuration space, analogous to motion in coordinate space for the Aharonov-Bohm case, means a trajectory from the reference configuration A * (x) to the configuration of interest A(x).
The meaning of Equation (13) is as follows. In the presence of the theta term, the Schrodinger wave functionals Ψ θ [A] evaluated on two different configurations A i (x) and A f (x) acquire an additional phase relative to each other given by the rhs of (13), where the integral is taken over a path in configuration space with boundary conditions A(t i , x) = A i (x) and A(t f , x) = A f (x), and the limits of t integration are t i and t f (here t is an affine parameter, not necessarily time). The total divergence property of E · B guarantees that any choice of interpolation yields the same phase for given A i (x) and A f (x), since the integrals only depend on the boundary conditions. For the following discussion, it is useful to define the phase factor given above as
We now apply these results to our gedanken experiment, with A representing the entire gauge field configuration (both wave packet and background field). We wish to show that, in the presence of the theta term, the phase shift Φ[A f,upper |A f,lower ] is as defined in (2), or, equivalently,
Here A f,upper is the final configuration for the case where the packet follows the upper path and intersects the background field, A f,lower is the corresponding final configuration for the lower path, and i denotes initial rather than final. First we write
Next, we observe that Φ[A i,upper |A i,lower ] is zero by assumption -the two initial states are produced with no relative phase, e.g., by a perfect beam splitter. (Alternatively, one can compute this phase using an interpolation to find that it is zero because E · B is always zero; the initial states for the wave packets are far from the background field region.) Finally, Φ[A i,lower |A f,lower ] is zero because the interpolation between the initial and final configurations on the lower trajectory have E · B = 0 at all times. A crucial assumption in our construction is that one can, at least in principle, arrange for the spacetime integral over E · B to be different for each path in configuration space. The arrangement described in the gedanken experiment is simply one example [2] . The same functional Schrodinger calculation can be repeated in non-Abelian gauge theories, with the resulting phase determined by the topological charge density trFF or corresponding current
In [4] it was shown that the wave functional Ψ[
, where A and A U are related by a gauge transformation and the phase Φ is defined as above for A i = A and A f = A U . For vacuum configurations the phase is only non-zero if the gauge transformation U (x) is topologically nontrivial, and in this case Φ is quantized. For generic gauge configurations A i (x) and A f (x) (i.e., not necessarily vacuum configurations, nor related by a gauge transformation) the topological charge is not quantized, but rather takes on continuous values [5] . Therefore, quantum phases of the type discussed here can be found in non-Abelian theories even in the absence of nontrivial topology.
As we have seen, the theta term can have a quantum mechanical effect on local physics despite the fact that it is a total divergence and has no effect on the classical equations of motion (cf. the Aharonov-Bohm effect). Although the spacetime integral of E · B over a region is fixed by the values of the potential A on the boundary, the specific arrangement of the density E · B within the region can lead to observable consequences: relative phases for different photon states. This is not so different from the case of the electric charge Q: the total Q on a spacelike slice is fixed, but the distribution of charge density has local consequences. Similarly, in non-Abelian gauge theories (e.g., QCD), local fluctuations in topological charge density can have physical effects even if the boundary conditions (and hence total topological charge) are held fixed.
These effects violate CP symmetry, so it is possible they may have some relevance to the baryon asymmetry of the universe. The SU(2) theta angle has no physical consequences, because it can be canceled by appropriate chiral rotation of the left handed fermions. But electroweak baryon number violating processes (i.e., mediated by sphaleron-like configurations) typically involve strong electromagnetic fields, so might be affected by the CP violating QED theta angle.
In grand unified theories such as SU(5) or SO(10), the theta angles for each of the standard model gauge forces (i.e., SU(3), SU(2), U(1)) are related by group theoretical factors. Therefore, low energy measurements of these angles have interesting implications for very high energy physics. 
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as the sum of background and packet, only the mixed terms Ap ·B b and A b ·Bp contribute to the phase difference. It seems plausible that for many choices of background the boundary integrals at t f and ti will give different results for upper and lower packets which move in different directions and therefore have different Ap and Bp fields. Thus Φ will differ along the upper and lower paths.
[3] To be precise, we assume that two configurations which differ by a gauge transformation (but have the same E and B fields) define the same physical state: |A = e iδ |A U , with δ = 0. Instead, one could perhaps define them to be equivalent up to a phase with δ a function of (θ, A, A U ), and choose δ = −θΦ to cancel the effect we describe here.
(It is not clear whether it can be done in a self-consistent way; note also this mixes kinematical notions, like A|A U , with dynamics, θ.) Even if that were possible, imposing the cancellation by hand seems equivalent to taking θ = 0 in the first place (see Equation (4) 
